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The bathroom fitter influences the type and brand of bathroom products 

purchased for a third of all new bathroom installations, according to the latest 

research into bathroom purchase behaviour. 

 

The research shows that consumer behaviour is 

changing in the bathroom market; the 

bathroom buying journey is becoming even 

longer with customers turning more to online 

sources of inspiration as they research their 

bathroom more than six months in advance of 

making a purchase.  

Compared with a year ago, 46% more people 

are researching via e-commerce websites for 

lower-budget bathrooms and 45% more people 

are researching via online inspiration websites 

for higher-budget bathrooms.  

As the instalment date draws closer, the 

bathroom fitter becomes highly influential, not 

only recommending exactly the type and brand 

of fixtures and fittings to purchase for 27% of 

bathrooms, but even going so far as to 

purchase all fixtures and fittings without prior consultation with the homeowner for a further 

6% of bathrooms. 

The research by home improvement trend experts, Trend-Monitor, was carried out in 

partnership with online bathroom platform, Foam & Bubbles, and surveyed over 1200 UK 

bathroom buyers. 
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“By collaborating with Foam & Bubbles we were able use their wide community of 

homeowners as our research panel and engage with people who had recently installed a 

whole bathroom, or who were actively planning a new bathroom installation.  This has 

allowed us to obtain quality feedback and high-level insights into the purchase process” says 

Jane Blakeborough, Research Director at Trend-Monitor. 

 

This latest bathroom industry report investigates the purchase of a new complete 

bathroom and the key influences on consumers as they progress through the purchase 

process, such as budget, family circumstances, brand awareness, research methods and 

advice sources.  The report reveals how and where consumers research prior to purchase, 

how they choose their suppliers, how they plan and design their new bathroom, how they 

find a bathroom fitter, and much more. 

 

The report, Bathroom Purchase Behaviour, Consumer Insight No.2, is available to purchase 

from Trend-Monitor.  Find out more at http://bit.ly/2x5aTGn 

Foam & Bubbles brand partners have access to this report as part of their partnership 

package with Foam & Bubbles.  Find out more about becoming a Foam & Bubbles brand 

partner at http://bit.ly/2x5aTGn 

 

##ENDS## 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

Trend-Monitor Ltd 

TREND-MONITOR is a leading provider of consumer insight, trend analysis and market 

intelligence for the UK home improvement and new-build sectors.  

Looking beyond the latest design fads and colour trends, TREND-MONITOR works with 

manufacturers and retailers to understand how factors such as shifts in social behaviour, 

consumer purchase patterns, demographic changes, technological developments and much 

more will impact on the products we will buy for our homes in the future. 

For further information please contact Jane Blakeborough 

jane@trend-monitor.co.uk 

0113 209 3288 or 07709 911808 

www.trend-monitor.co.uk 

 

 

Foam & Bubbles 

FOAM & BUBBLES is the UK’s first platform to take the pain away from the bathroom buying 

journey by providing everything from inspiration to installation in one place.  

People rarely set out to buy a bathroom with a brand in mind, instead they choose to go 

online for inspiration and guidance months in advance as they start their refurbishment 

journey.  

That’s why FOAM & BUBBLES has created a trusted platform which enables brands to connect 

with consumers at the moments that matter most, from inspiration to purchase 

 

For further information please contact Avinash Doshi 

avinash@foamandbubbles.com 

0333 011 1717 or 07552215995 

www.foamandbubbles.com 

https://www.trend-monitor.co.uk/

